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Instructions
Save the PDF to your computer and print it oﬀ, or follow the link to the online
version. Choose the ‘make a copy’ option from the ‘ﬁle’ dropdown menu,
rename and save it in your own drive. You can share this version with your
team if you like.
You’ll see a ﬂowchart of examples of just some of the ways you can repurpose
your content, as well as a blank copy in case you want to create your own.
In the additional PDF document (download it here), you’ll ﬁnd a list of 80
ideas for repurposing your content - new tools are coming out all the time, so
it’s worth doing a search every so often to ﬁnd out what else you can do.
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What is Content Repurposing?
Repurposing means taking a piece of content designed in one format for a
speciﬁc platform and turning it into another piece you can share elsewhere
and extend your reach.
Repurposing allows you to make the most of your best material and saves you
time, because you’re not creating something new every time. Done right, you
can repurpose one blog, podcast or video into enough content to last a month
or more.
You can repurpose any kind of content from one format to another, allowing
you to share it on diﬀerent platforms and with new audiences. However, don’t
just repurpose for the sake of it - you need to know where your target market
is spending time online, as not all platforms work for everyone.
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Useful Resources
Here is a short list of sites you can use to help you with your content repurposing:

●
●
●
●
●

Canva
Pixabay (royalty-free images)
Headliner (for audiograms)
Giphy (for GIFs)
Lumen5 (for videos of blogs)

●
●
●
●
●

Hootsuite (for scheduling)
Audacity (for audio editing)
HitFilm (for video editing)
YouTube
WordPress (for websites)
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About Gudrun Lauret
A published writer for over 20 years, Gudrun specialises in working with
traditional heritage organisations to use modern marketing methods
successfully.
She supports her clients with the whole process, from identifying their audience
and the value of engaging content, through to planning and strategy, as well
as writing bespoke copy.
She has worked with a diverse range of clients and loves helping them to
communicate their messages clearly.

Find out more: www.gudrunlauret.com
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Repurposing Your
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80 Ideas to Help You
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Valuable Information
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What is Content and Why Should You Repurpose It?
“Content” is the term given to any information you have that is helpful and valuable to
your clients and potential clients. It can be in any format, including written, images,
audio and video. It includes your offline marketing materials and your online
communications.
Content is shared with your audience through emails, newsletters, your website,
other people’s websites, social media platforms and specialist sites like iTunes and
YouTube.
Content marketing refers to the methods you use to share your valuable information.
It differs from some traditional forms of marketing and advertising as you’re not
directly selling to people. Instead, you’re giving them something that will help them in
their business or personal life and letting them know more about you, so they come
to like and trust you and ultimately become customers.

What is Repurposing?
Repurposing, then, means taking a piece of content designed in one format for a
specific platform and turning it into another piece you can share elsewhere and
extend your reach.
Repurposing allows you to make the most of your best material and saves you time,
because you’re not creating something new every time. Done right, you can
repurpose one blog, podcast or video into enough content to last a month or more.
However, you don’t have to repurpose everything you create. It’s not always
appropriate to do so, and you should save your efforts for the content you think your
audience will get the most use from.
There are all sorts of tools available online, many of them free, which can help you
repurpose your content quickly and easily. Once you get into the habit and have a
process to follow each time you create valuable content, repurposing becomes an
easy and enjoyable task.
Below, you’ll find a list of things you can create from your primary piece of content.
Often people start with a blog post and work from there, but you can repurpose
anything in any direction you like. The list is split into written, visual, audio and video,
and you can use any one or more of the ideas to maximise the same piece of
content.
Don’t forget, if you create a video or audio recording, these can be transcribed and
compiled into blog posts, snippets of information for social media or shared on your
website.
You’re not stuck with the original format as the only thing to offer your audience. You
can also take the audio from a video recording, or turn a podcast into a video. The
possibilities are endless!

Written Content
✓ Write a blog post about a topic of interest to your audience or based on an
existing marketing document, including brochures
✓ Refresh and update an old blog post: Add the latest industry news,
software updates or other changes to your business, or use some new
research
✓ Identify a key point (or several) within one blog which you could write about
in detail in a new post
✓ Blog PDF: Create a downloadable version of your blog that people can save
and refer back to. You can include links and extra resources if you like
✓ Quick guide: A short, handy summary of a longer blog post, such as a howto, step by step advice. Make it downloadable too
✓ Summarise the key points in your post into a list-style blog
✓ Use the staff newsletter for inspiration – has there been a conference staff
have attended or changes to the way the business works? Make sure you can
make it relevant to your customers
✓ Q&A: Either answer your company’s frequently asked questions (FAQ), or
ask people to submit their own queries
✓ Write an in-depth post on one or two FAQ to provide a full, helpful answer
✓ Client case studies allow you to explain in detail what you did and how that
helped your client. Include quotes from them if you can

✓ Interview industry experts, write them up and create a blog series or even
a book
✓ Summary posts of podcast interviews or shows. You can publish the full
transcript if you want, but a better way is to create a 600-word blog which
highlights the key points from the broadcast
✓ Show notes from a podcast can include your summary post. They also allow
you to share helpful links, particularly to the interviewee’s site, and downloads
with extra information (which you can use to capture email addresses)
✓ Email newsletter: Use Mailchimp or a similar automation tool to send out
regular newsletters to those who’ve given you their email address. Share juicy
tips from your latest blog or a freebie you’ve created just for them
✓ Publish your blogs on LinkedIn: Get into the habit of resharing your most
recent blog as a LinkedIn, ideally at least a week after so the original blog has
had time to build up traffic and views
✓ Top 5 key points blog: Take these from another blog, or better yet, create
one that explains briefly but clearly what people can expect if they work with
you, or why they should choose a professional in your industry (i.e. you)
rather than doing it themselves

✓ Action points: Offer pointers for what people could think about and have in
place before they work with you. Or, give five things to try straight away based
on your business, e.g. productivity tips, getting more likes on social media or
improving their home page
✓ Swipe File: A collection of examples of something you’ve talked about to give
them inspiration, such as blog titles that encourage people to read more

✓ Video summary: Write a blog post summarising a video you’ve made – make
sure you include the video as well
✓ eBooks: Being an author is a great way to quickly show you’re an authority in
your field. eBooks can be short and self-published, so you’ve got no excuse.
Look for blog posts on a similar topic and turn these into a book
✓ PDF guides/white paper: In this context, a white paper is an in-depth
document which explains an aspect of your business in greater detail, or as a
way of showcasing research you’ve undertaken. You can use blog posts as a
starting off point, but you should also think about adding case studies as well
✓ Workshop/online course module with worksheet: Create a short course
on an area of your expertise. A single page worksheet is sufficient, especially
if you team it with a short video or audio (which is more content for you!)
✓ Quora is a website which allows members to share content. Users also pose
questions for members to answer
✓ Blog syndication: Republish your blogs on other websites, such as Medium
and to LinkedIn Pulse (as an article, allowing people who aren’t connected
with you to find your content on the site)
✓ A daily email series: Share some of your most valuable information in short
snippets over 5, 7 or 10 days. Don’t give away too much though, because you
want the reader to come back for more (ideally paid-for content)
✓ Guest posting: Write for someone else’s site or ask them to write for you.
You can write about a topic you’ve talked about before, but don’t just send
them a copy of one of your posts. You can also look for opportunities to
submit a blog you’ve already published to a website in your niche
✓ Client testimonials: You can have these on your website, on LinkedIn in the
form of recommendations, and you can share them on social media, tagging
the client where appropriate. You could also ask for video testimonials
✓ Checklists are one of the most popular things you can offer people and are
easy to create. They can include action points, resources, websites to look at
and more

✓ Lists of resources/tools/equipment: People love to know what other people
use in their business to make it successful. Share your favourites and if you
have affiliate links, include them too
✓ Reviews of products/services/books: People like to know about resources
that will make them more successful or knowledgeable, especially if they’re
recommended by someone they admire
✓ Turn a press release into a blog post: Make sure this gives value to
customers, rather than just a promotional post. But if there’s a newsworthy
development in your business, sharing it on your website too means your
customers are more likely to see it
✓ Training course materials: If you’ve delivered a training course, consider
sharing some of the best bits in blog posts, email newsletters or in lists
✓ Lead magnets: Checklists, resources and other lists can all be used as lead
magnets. A lead magnet is a piece of valuable information you offer to
prospects in exchange for their contact details
✓ How-to: These can be how to use your product, work with a supplier of your
service, get started in blogging or podcasting or anything that allows you to
share your knowledge
✓ Templates: If you’ve given advice on how to do something in a podcast,
video or blog, create a template people can use to do the same (such as an
email template)
✓ Lifestyle posts: You don’t always have to be explicitly talking about your
business, product or service. For instance, if you sell toys, offer tips for
entertaining kids over the holidays, craft projects or child-friendly recipes

Visuals
✓ Pinterest boards: Create a vertical image to pin and add an intriguing header
to encourage followers to click through. You can pin same thing multiple times
to different themed boards
✓ Pinterest Instructographic: Essentially a pictorial how-to guide
✓ Create a slideshow from a webinar or podcast where you shared a lot of
valuable information with viewers/listeners

✓ SlideShare: LinkedIn’s online PowerPoint site. Edit existing slideshows or
create a new one (have 1 key point per slide, with an intro slide + end slide
with contact details)
✓ Tweetables: These are key points or juicy snippets of information from your
blog post which readers can share with their followers via Twitter. The
Tweetable plug-in is free and you choose what’s shared
✓ You can also share quotes/snippets of useful information, with an image, on
other social media platforms, including Pinterest
✓ Use an image-creation site such as Canva to create branded graphics, to
share on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest
✓ Statistics: People love statistics, so create a graphic which illustrates one or
two interesting facts from your industry. You can pull these from your blogs
✓ Infographics: These little chunks of content are highly shareable. It’s a way
of sharing a number of statistics or other data in a visual format and is ideal
for explaining complex ideas

✓ Pictures of customers using your products: Ask customers to submit their
own photos, share them on social media and tag the customer where
appropriate, and they’ll share this with their followers. If you provide services,
share images of people on your training courses or having a beauty treatment
✓ Events: If you’re hosting an event, be sure to take plenty of photos to share
during and after the session. Some events feature an illustrator to capture key
moments, which is something a bit different. Likewise, if you attend an event
or conference, create content before, during and after the day
✓ How-to: Depending on your offering, it might be appropriate to put together a
visual guide to how to use it. This can be illustrations, a flow chart or photos
✓ Lifestyle: As mentioned in the previous section, sharing images that reflect
the interests of your customers is just as valuable as pictures of your product
✓ GIFs (Graphics Interchange Format): Between an image and a video,
without sound. A quirky way to share your message, which you can make
from your own images
✓ Twitter Moments: Create a slideshow of Tweets. These can be from Twitter
Chats or from a hashtag, and they can be repurposed again too

Audio
✓ Audio: Record yourself reading out some or all of your blog, or get a voiceover artist to do it for you. Upload to Soundcloud and share it on your website
and on social media
✓ Audio book: You may want to have an audio version of your eBooks for
people who prefer to listen

✓ Audio from video: Rip the audio from your videos for those who prefer to
listen
✓ YouTube: You can create playlists of audio-only files on YouTube and share
the links on your website or social media
✓ Podcasts: Podcasts are a great way to share your knowledge. Talk about
relevant topics, interview experts and colleagues and review products and
services. There are a number of tools to record and share these
✓ Extended interview: If your interviews are no more than 40 minutes and you
run over, keep recording and use the extra material as a bonus
✓ Customer reviews: Ask customers to send you short reviews or feedback
about your products and services
✓ Interviews: Interview experts and create intriguing soundbites as teasers for
the full podcast or blog
✓ Events: broadcast live from events and interview the speakers and attendees
for their thoughts and highlights of the day

✓ Bonus audio: Offer this as a follow-on from a blog you’ve written, where you
give more information on something you discussed in the post. You can make
it more exclusive by asking for an email address in exchange for access to it
✓ Flash briefings: Voice-activated ‘virtual assistants’ Alexa, Google Home and
Siri all allow users to subscribe to short news updates. You can create your
own from a podcast or record a new one and have it broadcast to your
followers
✓ Turn a video series into a podcast: You don’t have to set up a podcast from
scratch. Pull the audio from videos and upload them to your podcast platform
of choice
✓ Audiograms: These are short audio snippets from videos and podcasts
which you can share on social media. Use Headliner (free) or Wavve to create
branded soundbites with images

Video
✓ Broadcast live on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn. Live videos
can be short snippets or longer broadcasts. Talk about the key points in your
latest blog post, a new product or service or what you’re doing this week
✓ Pre-recorded videos: You can also upload pre-recorded videos to Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram. Talk about your latest blog, your plans for the
day or share breaking news
✓ Video teasers: You can create short clips (under a minute) from the video to
share on social media

✓ Create a longer video from a series of shorter ones, which you can use to go
into detail on a particular topic
✓ Video tutorials: Explain to people how to use your product, or service
✓ Behind-the-scenes tours: You can show people round your office, your
workshop or even the canteen
✓ Bonus video: Offer these as a follow-on from a blog you’ve written, where
you give more information on something you discussed in the post. You can
make it more exclusive by asking for an email address in exchange for access
to it
✓ On-the-go updates: People like to know what others are doing with their day,
so share your commute, the view from a conference room or let people know
you’re heading to or from a client meeting. This allows you to be more
personal with your viewers
✓ Stories: Facebook and Instagram both host ‘stories,’ which are made up of
several of images from the past 24 hours

✓ YouTube (again!): A YouTube channel is free and easy to set up. Use it to
store old videos from social media or host a regular show, or copy the embed
link to add a video to your website without taking up space
✓ Product demos: Record yourself, or better yet, your customers, using your
products or services. Upload these to your website and share across social
media
✓ Video trailers: Create a short (less than 1 minute) promo video about your
new content and share on social media
✓ Events: Record presentations, workshops and networking sessions. Interview
attendees and ask them to talk about what they enjoyed. Share and tag
people on social media
✓ Lifestyle: As well as blogs and pictures, use video to talk about your
customers’’ hobbies and interests
✓ Videographics: Animated or motion graphic videos to help you communicate
information clearly
✓ Turn Blogs into Videos: Lumen5 takes key text from a blog post and turns it
into a video. It can use your post graphics or new royalty-free images and it
adds music and your branding
Bonus Idea!
✓ Chatbot: Most often used on a business Facebook page, these allow you to
interact with customers even if you’re not online. The bot asks them a series
of predefined questions and offers solutions based on the answers. You can
use these to direct people to information on your website, download a lead
magnet or sign up to a newsletter
If you have any questions or you’d like to know more about how content marketing
and repurposing can help your business, visit my site or drop me an email:
www.gudrunlauret.com gudrun@gudrunlauret.com

